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TRANSPORTATION DISTANCE

Qingdao Jiaodong International Airport 55 KM

Hongdao Railway Station 29.3 KM

Qingdao Railway Station 16 KM

Qingdaobei Railway Station 14 KM

Highway Entrance & Exit 2.7 KM

LOCATION DISTANCE LOCATION DISTANCE

Qingdao Jinjialing 

Financial District
2.2 KM

The Olympic 

Sailing Center
9 KM

May 4th Square Business 

District
9.5 KM Ba Da Guan 10 KM

Shibei CBD 11 KM
Qingdao Beer 

Museum
12 KM

Stone Old Beach 1.6 KM
Laoshan 

Mountain
14 KM

Qingdao Polar Ocean 

World
5 KM Zhanqiao Pier 16 KM
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• 中国外事机构北京钓鱼台国宾馆和美国美高梅度假集团的完美融合；

• 集团于2007年12月成立；

• 输出了钓鱼台、美高梅、宝丽嘉、Mhub、Mirage、M By MGM 六个酒店品牌。

Diaoyutai State Guesthouse is the highest standards on Foreign Affairs accommodation. MGM is 

the world’s leading and highly respected Hotel Operation Group. Diaoyutai MGM Hospitality is 

founded in December 2007 with Diaoyutai, MGM Grand, Bellagio, Mhub, Mirage hotel and M By 

MGM brands.
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In 1924, the establishment of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer (MGM) marked the birth of the MGM brand.

As one of the earliest Hollywood movie studios,

MGM has produced countless classic films.



Redefining luxury and setting new standards

in the world of hospitality, Alessandro Munge

and his Studio Munge deliver MGM Qingdao

- a dynamic and bold experience connecting

individuals and enriching lives while

celebrating the inspiring locality.
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334 luxurious guestrooms, featuring gleaming

reed glass and ombré details come in two

distinct color schemes.
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As a celebration of the art of fire breathing,

smoking and grilling, Fiamma is a

sophisticated restaurant and steak house

featuring a soulful material palette defined

by rammed earth and fumed oak wood

juxtaposed with burgundy and hunter green

leathers and stones.
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All-day dining restaurant presents a collection 

of islands connected by waves of light and dark 

blue marbles contrasted with white marble and 

metal inlays. The sumptuous feast is to satisfy 

the wildest cravings.
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An exquisite and moody bar lounge,

inspired by the arts of Music, Motion

Picture and Mixology.
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Refined and elegant, the chic boutique ignites

the imagination, offering an artful escape

from the mundane.
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Framed by majestic screens of

undulating polished metal and

opalescent glass that shimmer under a

lavish crystal chandelier evoking a light

rain, a sumptuous lounge overlooks an

outdoor courtyard and its mesmerizing

waterfall art installation.
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The wellness center includes an energizing gym

featuring multiple studios, and a refreshing

infinity pool with spectacular sea view.
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Tria Spa is a peaceful haven of

serenity, allowing guests to rebalance

their energies and connect with the

present moment.
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MGM Grand Ballroom, 1150m², can be divided into 3 independent meeting spaces. Imagined as a theatre for the most lavish

celebrations, floor-to-ceiling curved LED screens wrap the chamber nestled between polished metal screens softly draping

down. The total meeting space also includes 2 Meeting Rooms, 1 Boardroom, 1 VIP Room and 1 Bridal Room.
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